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Sustaining Political Awareness on Campus
Robert Michels
uring the past

Frostburg State also held a

two presidential

Women’s Leadership Event to

elections,

celebrate

a

Women’s

History

younger genera-

Month. According to Dr. Ele-

tion has risen to the forefront and

sha Ruminski, Chair and Asso-

become much more involved in the

ciate Professor for Communi-

political process. College students are

cation Studies at Frostburg

finally getting out there and letting

State, the Women’s Leadership

their voices be heard with the help of

event had a big turnout. Guest

social networking and new campaigns like Rock the Vote.
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According to the Federal Election Commission, voters ranging
from the ages of 18 to 29 represented 18% of the votes in the
2008 election and 19% in the 2012 election. In the 2012 election,

speakers

included

Maryland

Senator Barbara Mikulski and

Beverly Byron, a former Congresswoman from Maryland. Even
with the big turnout, Ruminski knows Frostburg State can do a
better job at informing students.

President Barack Obama received 60% of the youth vote com-

Ruminski suggested, “Local politics can be the first step to help

pared to Mitt Romney’s 36 %.

educate the students. Through that they can be more prepared for

The new movement by the younger generation is substantial; however, some people wonder if these youth voters are properly informed on major issues. In addition, are these youth voters just
voting for a certain candidate because they are easily persuaded?
Can a college student completely understand foreign policy or why
the country may or may not need universal health care?
Questions like this can be asked but it is hard to find answers for

the primary election.” Politics is not the easiest thing to understand for a college student, but the impact their understanding has
on our future is undeniable. Although there are favorable signs of
youth voting, Frostburg State needs to do more than just a couple
of events a year to educate students on politics. Some students do
not even know Joe Biden is the Vice President or John Boehner is
Speaker of the House. If students want the privilege of voting they
should be willing to learn about what they are voting for.

them. It’s great that the younger generation has started to get more
involved and take steps towards deciding their own future. However, it’s interesting to see how little the youth movement actually

Interested in becoming politically involved on campus?

knows about politics and how much their vote influences an elec-

There are many groups on Frostburg’s campus just waiting
for motivated and dedicated students to come their way.

tion and the future of our nation.
College campuses must do a better job of getting students more
involved in politics. Some colleges do an adequate job with politi-

- College Democrats
- College Republicans

cal awareness days and events involving politics on campus.

- Debate Team

Frostburg State University has done political events in the past

- Economics Club

that students knew little about or were uninterested in attending.

- International Relations Club

One of the political actions Frostburg offered was the “To Occu-

- Mock Trial Club

py or Not to Occupy?” event which helped to understand the Occupy movement on New York City’s Wall Street.

- Politics, Law & Society Club

F
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The Importance of Sustainable Sanitation
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Scott McDonough
was one hell of a par-

nearly enough credit, sustainable sani-

ty you threw last night.

tation remains to be an issue that

The

after,

doesn’t get the political attention it

however, is not nearly

deserves. Still, its importance is no

as pleasant. You wake up in your

doubt clear on both a national and

bedroom on a pizza box pillow

international level, and it goes far be-

with a pounding headache, a nasty

yond cleaning up after a party. Accord-

hangover, and a hazy memory of

ing to UNICEF, “2.6 billion or 39 per-

last night’s events. Your floor has

cent of people remain without access

become an ocean of empty beer

to any kind of improved sanitation…

cans and multi-colored bottles of

2.2 million deaths of children are pre-

booze. Miscellaneous food items

ventable through improvements in the

are scattered everywhere but the

provision of safe drinking water, basic

kitchen. A strange odor from the

sanitation and hygiene practices.” In

adjacent room has overtaken yours

response to such significant statistics,

overnight. And of course, you inevitably find a few things

sustainable sanitation aims to promote

morning

around the house that are just better left unmentioned.
It is a scene straight out of a horror movie, but somebody has
to clean it all up. Unfortunately, your friends are nowhere to

human health and dignity by providing clean environments
that are economically viable, acceptable, and also protect natural resources.

be found the morning after. But if you think that’s going to Fortunately, sustainable sanitation is not just limited to big
be a chore, try cleaning up after a party of about a million companies involved in multi-million dollar projects on a globpeople.
New York City hosts their annual New Year’s Eve bash for a
crowd of several million people strong. Soon after the ball
drops, NYC sanitation crews are out in full force for a post
New Year’s Eve clean up. On January 1, 2013, sanitation offi-

al scale. In fact, it’s not hard to help with sustainable sanitation in your own way. Little things like flushing less to save
water, recycling, discouraging littering, and cleaning up after
yourself may sound simple, but a little goes a long way when
it comes to sustainability.

cials estimated that over 50 tons of trash was cleaned from Now, back to the morning after. It was one hell of a party you
city streets within 48 hours. New York City Department of threw last night, but now it’s time to clean up. Hopefully, the
Sanitation Deputy Chief, Jeff Pitts summarized the necessary hard labor involved in cleaning up last night’s mess all by
manpower needed for such a huge task: “We have 151 work- yourself serves as a reminder that cleaning up is hard to do.
ers, 24 supervisors, 2 superintendents and 2 deputy chiefs.” Still, somebody has to do it for a clean home is a happy home.
Although proper sanitation is a service we too often take for Likewise, a clean world is a happy world. Whether it involves
granted, it is one that is critical for the sustainability of not New York City’s finest clean-up crew sweeping up 50 tons of
only the city that never sleeps, but the rest of the world as trash every New Year’s Eve or simply cleaning up after your
well.

own mess, sustainable sanitation is important.

Like the sanitation crews of New York City that do not get
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Alexandra Kern

Dr. Greg Wood, FSU History Professor, presented an
informative talk on "Automobiles, Drivers, and the Fate
of Central Park in Early 20th-Century New York City"
during the recent Focus Frostburg 2013. The seminar
focused on the clash between technology and society that
occurred in Central Park as the automobile began invading pedestrian walkways and horse paths. The danger of
powerful machines, capable of an unthinkable 40 mile an
hour speed, in the hands of untrained individuals, created
a new realm of risk that invaded Olmstead's vision of the
park as an oasis of calm and a sanctuary of quiet. The
resulting conflicts in the early 1900s are not unlike contemporary struggles of science and technology with society and the legal system.
Linda Stewart

Focus Frostburg was held on April 17th, 2013 in the Lane Center. There
was a day full of interesting presentations and some really awesome displays
as well. Some of the displays I found most interesting were the Steam Table "An excuse to make a mess and call it science" and the Goodness
Grows CSA table. I really liked the Steam Table because it was fun to get
involved with. I also went to a presentation on fracking by Shilpa Joshi and
it was on fracking in western Maryland and what residents deserve to know.
They discussed the differences between conventional and unconventional
fracking and how dangerous each one is. One of the most interesting parts
of the presentation was when they were talking about the different volumes
of water and the pressure they use. The most memorable part was when he
said that if a person walked past a dime size hole where ever they were drilling, the water pressure is so high that it
would slice them in two. It didn't sound
possible almost like something out of sci-fi
movie. There was a lot of information given
about conventional and unconventional
fracking at the presentation, and it opened
my eyes to the fact that we don't know
enough about what happens in our own
backyard.
Tilmon Parker
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Presenters Gabriel Echeverri, Ian Cheeck, Ben Brown and Rebecca Hiller educated the audience about plants around the area of
Frostburg that are very common and can substitute tea, coffee and even root beer. Plans to create a workshop which would
achieve the group’s goal of providing “experiential learning” were also discussed. Presenters expressed a general concern for
the understanding average individuals have for our environment. The group hopes to create more awareness through the creation of workshops on how to make natural and healthy drinks from local Frostburg plants. Presenter Ian Cheek illustrated this
point: “ A study last year showed that there is a discrepancy between student learning and engagement in sustainability...Interacting with the natural world has them more interested in preserving it.” The presentation was executed through
slideshow images and descriptions. Particularly interesting to the audience was, “What beverages done come from plants?”
where audience members were surprised to discover grape soda, root beer, and ginger ale do not. A pamphlet with ten plants
that were easily accessible around Frostburg and could make beneficial drinks was introduced the audience. These plants included: Dandelion, Chicory, Black Raspberry, white pine tree, elderberry. The sassafras root was the main plant being identified. It was reported by the presenters that modern day beer is chemically made to replicate the flavor of a sassafras root,
which root beer was originally made from. At the conclusion of the presentation, audience members were invited to try
“sassafras root beer.”
Hawa Sadat
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